ABSTRACT
The lowest order vanishing graph in Fig. 1 is at order g5.
WG vanishes since it results from contracting an antisymmetric tensor C aji with a tensor T ijbc symmetris in the exchange i f-t j. A more general vanishing graph is in Fig. 2 . Again one checks that the tensor T ijbc is symmetric in i +-t j, provided the two ladders have the same number of rungs.2 Next one may notice that in a pure gauge theory (no fermions and no Higgs) the group weight factor of every 2-point function is proportional to 6ab 2nd for a 3-point function to C ijk' then each graph in Fig. 1 
where the group weight tensors Tl and T2 have the property T1-T2=(N/2)nTAd where T Ad is the projection operator of the adjoint representation. A. White, CERN preprints TH 2592 (1978 and TH 2629 Equation (7) may be written in a more explicit way:
The unusual behavior of the trajectory for d< 4 is perhaps related to the non-adequacy of the lowest order expansion of the trajectory in a situation in which the infrared divergence becomes more severe. 
